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About This Game

In Elegy, you'll travel to three worlds and write stories about their long-dead societies. You’ll lose yourself in settings
inspired by the works of poets Keats, Byron, and Shelley, and use the game's system of writing prompts to help create

your own masterpieces.
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Explore 27 different writing challenges, through which you create narratives about the worlds you visit, from multiple
perspectives. In one challenge, you play an archaeologist, uncovering clues and writing about a city's final days; in another,

you're a thief, composing a song about searching the wreckage for valuables; and in another, you're a bard penning a lament in
rhyming couplets.

The developers created Elegy to share the joy of creative expression -- ideally, they want to give non-writers an environment in
which they can tell stories. With visuals inspired by Romantic painter J. M. W. Turner, the game provides a playground for

individual imagination, and a community where everyone is an artist. Elegy's developers, Dejobaan Games and Popcannibal, are
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leaving the discussion of what art or a game is to critics, and merely asking gamers, "What will you write?"

When you've finished writing a story, share it with other players via Steam Workshop; then read others' works, and commend
your favorites.
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When DTG announced that they got the license with SNCF I was mixed with joy and a little worry, but DTG certainly didn't let
me down this time, this route is just fantastic.
  To be honest I wasn't expecting this route can be such detailed especially with JT already announced another one in the first
place. I can even say the scenery is as good as many mountain-pass routes like the Feather River Canyon. And you can
experience it at also tremendously high speed. Yes there are already high-speed routes and there are also quite a lot of great-
scenery routes before, but this really is the first one which combined both perfectly.
  For a whole-new country with a completely new system of trains, I can certainly notice that DTG is trying hard not to
compromise in quality while spending efforts on creating a lot of new things. When you consider that, this route is actually very
worth the price.
  Next comes with the TGV Duplex, this is way better than DB ICE when you compare the modeling quality and details. The
train looks breathtaking and in adequate amount of features. And also the physics feels great, as well as the sounds.
  But when mentioning physics, there is one little thing I couldn't understand. At one specific tunnel outside Marseille, the train
shakes very badly, same thing happened in Class 395 before, I wondered what really caused it because I believe such shaking is
absolutely intolerant in real TGVs.
  If I have to complain about something, I wish there were more buttons that I can actually press like the cruise control settings,
it can work but I wish I can operate them in the cab with switches rather than pressing Y and C. And if I can have another angle
in passenger view like a view of the lower floor seats. I would be overjoyed.
  In conclusion, I'm satisfied and I'm really looking forward to other French routes, nice work DTG and keep on going:). I had
finished the game in PS2 since i was in high school. Great story and pretty good leveling system and many other features
implemented in the game. This port is awesome since they balanced out some of the monster in the series and a slight
improvement on the graphics.

Currently starting it all again from the 1st volume to reminisce my childhood nostalgia and the story. Some reviews stated that
they hate the main character and i am agree with it. But as you go along with the story, the character development is good and
you will more likely to enjoy the story at the mid game of vol.1. Nevertheless, good stuff and i recommend to buy it when
there's a discount for this game.. Why my game graphics is bugged, i dont recomend this game if it's not playable
http:\/\/imgur.com\/kotwsS3
. Really interesting but you forgot the main part. Where is it?. Great to see another card driven game CDG coming to steam.
Short but fun strategy game with plenty of replay potential. Definitely not a wargame. Lost on 1st game to easy AI so need to up
my game. Particularly since the developer plans to strengthen the AI.. great pole ane reel for walleye to!.

great game for peaple who are fisherman irl(like me)

totaly recament to peaple who like trout fishing irl. You basically get what you paid for with this.

When playing try think of it like this, don't expect this game to change your life, but it can kill a couple of hours of time for a
small price and maybe you actually enjoy playing it.

Thats why I gave it a good review.
. are they going to come out with more courses or not cause it would get really boring after playing the same map over and over
again. okay... here it goes
so this is the best game i've ever even been given the CHANCE to comprehend.
I've played this hidden gem to completion about twice now. I can't put into words how much I love this game.
The music, characters, dialog, writing, lovely environment, the character development, are just so wonderful!
I think about this lovely piece of work every moment of my life!

Please, if you're just seeing this review or seeing if this game is worth your time and money. Then heed this warning...

Prepare for the best ride in your life.. i paid for this game because I thought it looks awesome, but then I played it, it's just a
repeatitive game where you get food from games, I spent $0.99, I know that's a little price, but if it's going to be paid for, it better be
d4mn good, I really disliked this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.
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controls really well and has decent level design. however, the mechanics are minimalistic to a fault and the difficulty is cheap,
rather than genuine (i.e. lots of instant death traps that are a chore to avoid rather than a challenge). this really limits the level
design and overall gameplay

doesnt generate enough fun with its platforming; instead it rapidly goes between boredom and annoyance. it's faithful to an older
era and can be picked up pretty cheap though, so it could still be for you. I am still unable to get this to work I can hear it
running in the background but I can\u2019t see a picture of anything. I am running Windows 10.
When I first installed it it would run a little bit but it was very jerky and now when I try to play it I can hear it running in the
background but it\u2019s not visible on the screen.
Please help.
Mack. Highly polished puzzle experience, very charming and great music. great game the keys change everytimes of places so a
great replayability and more we find keys more the enemies are quick and as soon we are touch we enter in a red phase and
there is great events and often different so i recommand this game the immersion is amazig and, really nice graphism and the
mansion is really nice too to visit so i recommand this game
. fun game for the price. It's one of those game you don't play for hours on end but it is good for a hour or two every now and
again.
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